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ABSTRACT
This study examined the differential effects of a GPS based navigational app displayed
on a smartwatch and a paper map on the ability of individuals with mild to moderate intellectual
disabilities (ID) to independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes. A single case alternating
treatment design was used to compare the effectiveness of these navigation supports on
independent pedestrian navigation. Five adults ranging in age from 26 to 45 with mild to
moderate ID participated in the study. Visual analysis and the comparison of means between
treatments indicate an increase in performance during the app treatment phase for all
participants. Overall, all five participants made correct decisions 29.6% more often with the app.
The findings of this study suggest the mobile application has potential to improve the ability for
individuals with ID to independently navigate from one location to another. Future research
should focus on utilizing the public transportation feature within this application to enhance the
complexity of navigation routes for participants and allow for further navigation skill
development.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
Young adults with intellectual disabilities (ID) often experience limited employment
opportunities, access to postsecondary education, independent living, or community involvement
due to a lack of navigation and wayfinding skills (Davies, Stock, Holloway, & Wehmeyer,
2010). Nationally, the percentage of young adults with an intellectual disability employed
between the ages of 22-30 has decreased from 43% in 2006 to 34% in 2013 (Butterworth &
Migliore, 2015). Furthermore, individuals are often forced to find a job within their navigational
abilities, thus reducing the number and variety of employment opportunities available
(McMahon, Smith, Cihak, Wright, & Gibbons, 2015). In addition, the majority of individuals
with ID are employed within the food service industry (25.1%), assembly production (19%),
grounds maintenance and cleaning (14.3%), office support (11.2%), and in moving of materials
(9.4%) (Kumin & Schoenbrodt, 2016).
Individuals with ID are less likely to live independently within the eight years following
high school graduation compared to those with emotional disorders, learning disabilities or
speech/language disorders (16 % vs. 65%, 63% and 51%) (NLTS, 2012). Despite having access
to a wide range of support services, including disability programs, employment resources,
personalized planning and family supports, the majority of young adults with ID report they have
a “constricted life” (Merrels, Buchanan, & Waters, 2019, p.18). Participants described their lives
as “isolated within their community,” boring and perceived themselves as different than people
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without a disability (Merrels, Buchanan, & Waters, 2019, p. 18). In addition, participants also
had few friendships and did not feel included in their communities (Merrels, Buchanan, &
Waters, 2019).
Young adults with ID are far less likely to have access to personal transportation as only
39.2% reported having a driver’s license or learners permit (NLTS, 2012). This in turn has a
ripple effect on one’s ability to engage in social and community events with only 58.1% of
individuals with ID reported seeing their friends outside of school or work at least weekly,
18.9% reported participating in volunteer or weekly community service and 36.6% reported
involvement in out of school group activities (NLTS, 2012). This lack of a navigational skillset
may also impede opportunities for volunteering, participation in leisure activities and physical
exercise along with limited access to self-advocacy programs (Miller, Schleien, & Bedini, 2003;
Frey, Buchanan, & Sandt, 2005). In addition, individuals may also participate in religious
activities less and have limited ability to access integrated health care (Minton & Dodder, 2003;
Vogel, Polloway, & Smith, 2006; Hayden, Kim & DePaepe, 2005; Reichard, Sacco, & Turnbull,
2004).
Significance of Study
History of Vocational Legislation and Services. Canada has several legislative laws
and services to protect individuals with disabilities in the labor market. The Charter of Rights
and Freedoms was enacted in 1982 to expand the rights of minorities and vulnerable populations
such that “every individual is equal before and under the law without discrimination based on
race, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex, age, or mental or physical disability”
(Retrieved from: Canada.ca/en/Canadian-heritage/services/). In 1985, the Canadian Human
Rights Act was enacted to further extend the rights of individuals with ID in Canada. This Act
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stated that “all individuals should have an opportunity equal with other individuals to make for
themselves the lives that they are able and wish to have and to have their needs accommodated”.
Thus including “no discriminatory actions based on race, national or ethnic origin, age, color,
religion…. genetic characteristics or disability”. (Retrieved from: lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/h-6). Ten years later, the Employment Equity Act was passed in 1995.
This Act was created to achieve equity in the workplace. Specifically, this Act focused on
correcting the disadvantages in employment often experienced by women, aboriginal people,
individuals with disabilities and minorities. This legislation emphasized the principle that
employment equity does not simply refer to treating everyone in the same way, but rather may
include special accommodations of differences. In addition, Canada is a signatory to the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities adopted in 2006. This Convention
focuses on changing views of individuals with disabilities as needy recipients of protection,
medical treatment and monetary supports and more as individuals with rights and abilities to
make decisions on their lives and to be contributing members of society (Retrieved from:
un.org/development/desa.disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html).
Relatedly, vocational services and opportunities for postsecondary education for
individuals with ID in the United States began to improve with the passing of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112; Gidugu & Rogers, 2012). Initially, funding for vocational services
were only available for those who were previously institutionalized, however, this changed with
the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. Vocational Rehabilitation Programs began to offer support for
individuals to obtain and maintain employment through the creation of an individualized
employment plan that contains specific employment goals and detailed descriptions of supports
and services. During the 1990’s, the importance of preparing secondary students with ID for
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future employment became more of a priority with the passing of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (1990; 1997). Transition plans became a key aspect of individual
program plans as a tool to support the development of employment skills. In 2008, the Higher
Education Opportunity Act was enforced on August 14 (HEOA, P.L. 110-315) as a
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. This Act provided funding for the creation
of model post-secondary programs, and a national research and technical assistance center
(Khayatzadeh-Mahani, Wittevrongel, Nicholas & Zwicker, 2019).
Transportation services also began to emerge with the enactment of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA, 1990). This act provided physical access to public transit for individuals
with disabilities. Public schools were made responsible for the provision of transition services for
students with ID. This resulted in the creation of individualized transition plans that focused on
the preparation of employment through a combination of academic and functional programming,
including navigation and wayfinding skills. These transition plans are specific, targeted activities
designed to prepare students to participate in everyday activities within their community (Groce,
1996). In order to adequately provide appropriate travel training, educators need to assess
individuals awareness of their environment and their ability to navigate (Groce, 2000). The
incorporation of travel training into transition programs during high school may increase future
opportunities for employment and independent living (Burgstahler, 2001; Finn & Kohler, 2009;
Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1997). Hence, it is imperative to provide a detailed, sequential approach
to teach independent travel to individuals with ID (Finn & Kohler, 2009).
Navigation/travel concerns. Traditional transportation options for individuals with ID
include special pick up and drop off services which may impose significant restrictions on users
(Stock, Davies, Wehmeyer, Lachapelle, 2011). These services may only be available during
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certain times, have limited travel destinations and often require pre-scheduling (Stock et al.,
2011). In addition, these services are often segregated and therefore do not support the
philosophy of community inclusion (Stock et al., 2011). Walking is an option that provides
greater flexibility, however, also creates several areas of concern. Documented limitations
associated with walking include disorientation, safety issues when encountering strangers, and
the safe crossing of busy streets (Stock et al., 2011). Public transportation poses significant
challenges that include the ability to comprehend complex schedules and transfers which require
memory, attention, literacy, and problem-solving skills (Davies, Stock, Holloway, & Wehmeyer,
2010).
The ability to navigate independently within a community is a crucial skill for this
population and corresponds directly to a higher quality of life as well as the overall level of
success in a post-secondary program (McMahon & Smith, 2012). Individuals with ID are
approximately 18% less likely than those without a disability to have expectations of attending a
postsecondary program and only 28% of graduates with ID enroll in a postsecondary program
(Bumble, Carter, Bethune, Day, & McMillan, 2019; Newman, Wagner, Cameto, Knokey, &
Shaver, 2010; NLTS, 2017). The reasons for these low percentages are due to a myriad of factors
including limited access as only 6% of the 4724 colleges in the United States offers a postsecondary program for individuals with ID (www.thinkcollege.net). Specifically, nine states
offer only two programs, 11 states have one program, and one state has no program.
(www.thinkcollege.net). The combination of limited navigational skill teaching during high
school years and lack of experience traveling independently contribute in part to these low
percentages (Butler, Sheppard-Jones, Whaley, Harrison, & Osness, 2016). The majority of young
adults with ID have never experienced walking to a nearby building independently, traveling to
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the store to purchase an item without supervision, or crossing a street without assistance (Grigal
& Hart, 2010).
Research within the last five years indicate positive effects on the ability of individuals
with ID to independently navigate with a variety of technological supports including augmented
reality navigation applications on mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, and iPods) (Smith,
Cihak, Kim, McMahon, & Wright, 2017; McMahon, Cihak, & Wright, 2015; McMahon, Smith,
Cihak, Wright, & Gibbons, 2015). Recommendations from these studies include future research
on newly developed navigation apps and a continued focus on the importance of the
development of navigational skills for this population. A review of these research studies
indicate that individuals with ID may benefit significantly from recent and future technological
developments to support navigation and wayfinding abilities.
Rationale for the Study
There is a need to expand on the extant literature related to the development of navigation
ability through the use of technology for individuals with ID. It is important to determine the
effectiveness of technological navigation aids with this population as limited independent travel
skills increase social isolation and decrease social interactions for people with ID (McMahon et
al., 2015). Researchers must continue to investigate the effectiveness of these types of supports
to increase accessibility to community services and programs that will allow individuals with ID
to live a full, safe, and independent life.
Research Question
The purpose of this study is to investigate the differential effects of a GPS based
navigational app displayed on a smartwatch and a paper map on the ability of individuals with
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mild to moderate ID to independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes. The study addressed
the following research question:
R1: What are the differential effects between a navigation app and a paper map on the
ability of individuals (18 years of age or older) with mild to moderate ID to
independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes?
The corresponding null hypothesis is:
H01: There are no differential effects between a navigation app and a paper map on the
ability of individuals (18 years of age or older) with mild to moderate ID to
independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes.
Theoretical framework
This study integrated pragmatism as the theoretical framework for its ability to allow for
continuous reflection on the effects of knowledge and the opportunity it creates for social change
through the use of theory and practice (Morgan, 2007). Pragmatism was chosen because of its
leanings towards an “antirepresentational view of knowledge” and that research need not attempt
to accurately represent reality or to provide an “accurate account of how things are in
themselves” but to be practical and “aim at utility for us” (Rorty, 1999, p.xxvi). In addition, the
utilization of pragmatism allows the researcher to view themselves as an agent of action, rather
than a spectator. In this sense, the researcher is motivated by the practicality and its potential
accessibility to the public. Powell proposes “to a pragmatist, the mandate of science is not to find
truth or reality, the existence of which are perpetually in dispute, but to facilitate human problem
solving” (Powell, 2001, p. 884).
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Overview of Study
This study was a single case, alternating treatment design (Barlow & Hayes, 1979).
Adults with mild to moderate ID who struggle with the ability to independently navigate from
one location to another were invited to participate in the study. Participants were taught to use an
Android smartwatch and navigational app. Following the teaching sessions, participants were
engaged in navigating several unfamiliar walking routes with the use of either the navigational
app or a traditional paper map. Data were collected on the number of independent correct
decisions made throughout the route for each navigation aid. Results were graphed and analyzed
through visual analysis, randomization tests, and hierarchical linear modeling.
Definitions
This section provides definitions for terms used in this research study.
Intellectual Disability. A disability that originates before the age of 18 and is
characterized by substantial limitations in intellectual functioning and adaptive behaviors as
expressed in: (a) social, (b) conceptual and (c) practical skills (American Association Intellectual
and Developmental Disabilities, 2019).
Wayfinding skills. Wayfinding skills can be defined as the process used by individuals to
navigate in unfamiliar environments. This can be further defined as the ability to plan and make
decisions that demonstrate an understanding of how to navigate to a desired location (McMahon,
Smith, Cihak, Wright, & Gibbons, 2015).
Navigation skills. The process of plotting a route to a designated location (Collins
dictionary, Retrieved from: https://dictionary.reverso.net).
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Pedestrian navigation skills. The ability to safely relocate from one location to another
through the use of sidewalks, walking paths and crosswalks (McMahon, Smith, Cihak, Wright, &
Gibbons, 2015).
GPS based applications. Global positioning systems are satellite navigation applications
used to determine the ground position of a person or object (Cambridge dictionary, Retrieved
from: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/gps)
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Barriers to Employment
Despite legislation, policies and governmental acts, numerous individuals with ID and/or
developmental disabilities continue to struggle to obtain permanent employment and face a wide
variety of barriers in both Canada and the United States (Zwicker, Zaresani, & Emery, 2017;
Till, Leonard, Yeung, & Nicholls, 2015; Schur, Han, & Kim, 2017). Barriers to employment
have been defined as elements or events, either within the environment or within the individual,
that makes advancements in careers difficult (Swanson & Woitke, 1997). Such barriers within
the individual include difficulties with relationship building and social skills (Scheef, Barrio,
Poppen, McMahon, Miller, 2018), challenges with verbal and non-verbal communication
(Ellenkamp, Brouwers, Embregts, Joosen, & Weeghel, 2016), struggles with changes in routine
(Holwerda, A., van der Klink, J., de Boer, M., Groothoff, J., & Brouwer, S. (2013) and limited
navigational skills (Rose, Saunders, Hensel, & Kroese, 2005). Common environmental barriers
include characteristics of the employer (size, location, type of business) (Kocman & Weber,
2017), attitudes and misconceptions of the employer, work setting (Ellenkamp et al., 2016),
employers perceived costs of accommodations (Kaye, Jans, & Jones, 2011), low family
expectations (Carter, Austin, & Trainor, 2012) and stigma (Gormley, 2015).
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Learning Characteristics of Individuals with Intellectual Disability
Individuals with ID often share common characteristics that may impact their learning
such as (a) impaired ability to process new information, (b) challenges related to language,
communication, and social skills, (c) abstract ideas may be difficult to comprehend, (d)
processing time may be diminished, and (e) challenges in sequential processing of new
information (American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 2019).
Furthermore, individuals with ID often struggle to generalize newly learned skills in different
environments due to language and communication challenges (Jalloul & Eldaou, 2016).
Cognitive Load Theory. Cognitive Load Theory is related to the direct correlation
between the ability of individuals to process information in their working memories and their
ability to learn (Sweller, 1988). Working memory has a limited capacity for typically developing
individuals and therefore considerations need to be made for the cognitive load presented to
individuals with ID. Successful learning is often impaired due to the overload of working
memory capacity with traditional problem solving approaches (Sweller, 1988).
Generalization. Numerous teaching strategies have been developed to assist individuals
with ID to generalize the use of skills mastered in a training environment to alternate
environments (Haegele & Park, 2016). Cooper, Heron, and Heward (2007), proposed the need
for educators to provide a wide variety of examples where the student could utilize the skill with
detailed descriptions of the situations. In addition, educators are encouraged to teach the target
skill to the level of competency required in natural settings to ensure students are prepared for
independent practice. The need to teach self-management skills is crucial in order for
generalization to occur as students need to create their own goals and evaluate their own
behavior/performance. Self-management is based on identifying problems, solving them, and
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reaching objectives thus allowing students to generalize concepts and use them throughout their
day.
Advancements in Technology
With the rapid advancement of technology, individuals with ID have increased
accessibility to high tech devices and applications. As a result of a burgeoning presence of
technology in the classroom and in the home, there are inherently increased opportunities for
assistive technology devices to be effectively implemented into a student’s program plan,
transition plan, and into daily routines. Assistive technology (AT) is any object or system bought
commercially, customized or modified to increase or maintain the capabilities of individuals with
disabilities (IDEA, 2004). This term can be further expanded to include mobile AT that are
small, portable devices that can be easily transported. Mobile AT has become increasingly
popular through the use of portable electronic devices, wearable technology and most recently
virtual reality headsets. The use of these devices allow for easy access to a variety of
applications. These apps are generally inexpensive, user friendly and often streamlined in design
when created for specific populations. Commercially designed software and devices continue to
be available, however, the sheer cost of many of these devices make accessibility a barrier for
many families.
Types of Mobile Assistive Technology
Original types of mobile AT included the use of a portable personalized computer
(portable PC), that allowed for importation of video clips to provide a prompting system for
users (Mechling & Seid, 2011). Portable digital video disc (DVD) players were also used to
support participants in following instructions via short video clips of each step of a task
(Mechling, Gast, & Fields, 2008). In addition, audio recorders were investigated for
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effectiveness in improving independence for individuals with ID (Bouck, Satsangi, & Bartlett,
2012).
Since 2010, mobile AT has dramatically increased in popularity with the arrival of
smartphones and tablets which offer easy portability as well as straight forward mounting
options for students with mobility restrictions. Three categories of mobile AT have evolved: (a)
wearable technology, (b) portable electronic devices, and (c) virtual reality headsets.
Wearable Technology. Wearable technology refers to devices that utilize wireless
connectivity to access, interact and exchange information and can be easily worn (Bower &
Sturman, 2015). Earlier versions of wearable technology also included a vibrating watch capable
of providing a vibrating cue for users. Green, Hughes and Ryan, (2011), investigated the effects
of a vibrating watch on time management for students with ID. Findings indicated a significant
causal relationship between the implementation of the vibrating watch and on time arrival for
work.
Recent wearable technology offers the ability for a portable, hands free device to connect
with other devices through smart sensors. Various devices are available and include
smartwatches, smart jewelry, smart clothing, and fitness trackers (Evmenova, Graff, Motti,
Giwa-Lawal, & Zheng, 2019). The most popular type of wearable technology available
commercially is the smartwatch. The smartwatch can be worn by an individual for easy access to
numerous apps through Bluetooth capability with a smartphone. Smartwatches may provide
increased acquisition of skills for students with exceptionalities, improve attentiveness through
active engagement and are thus highly preferred among users (Fichten, Asuncion, & Scapin,
2012; Dibia, Trewin, Ashoori, & Erickson, 2015). Furthermore, wearable technology may
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improve independence in employment settings, provide support for personal care and improve
overall productivity (Dibia, Trewin, Ashoori, & Erickson, 2015).
Portable electronic devices. The introduction of the iPod, iPad, tablets and smartphones
brought forth a remarkable revolution in technology. Individuals with exceptionalities are now
using portable electronic devices at an increased rate and no longer experience stigmatization
due to the availability and popularity of these devices. Approximately 97% of students enrolled
in an inclusive postsecondary program own a cell phone (Wenzel & Brown, 2014). When given
access to iPads, students often show a marked improvement in engagement, work completion
and independence (Miller, Krockover, & Doughty, 2013).
Virtual reality headsets. Virtual reality technology is another avenue that creates new
and innovative ways of teaching skills to students with ID. Virtual reality creates a fully
immersive environment that is computer generated and allows the user to experience simulated
scenarios that would otherwise be inaccessible (Fuchs, Guez, Hugues, Jego, Kemeny, & Mestre,
2017). Virtual reality offers researchers the ability to investigate the effectiveness of skill
acquisition within a simulated environment, thus allowing for the investigation of
communication, cooking, social and driving skills in a relatively risk-free environment.
Benefits of Mobile AT
Numerous advantages associated with the use of mobile AT have been well documented
throughout literature. Participants are motivated to use these devices and have demonstrated an
increased level of self-instruction and skill acquisition (Shane & Albert, 2008; Shepley, 2017).
Self-instruction is the ability to use materials or supports to complete a task without assistance
(Shepley, 2017). Thus, the implementation of these devices may supplant the need for a teaching
or vocational assistant and may also create a positive inclusive employment experience for users.
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Mobile AT may also provide self-acquisition and self-management skills for students with
exceptionalities much like calendars and agendas offer additional support for many adults
(Cihak, Kessler, & Alberto, 2008).
Constraints & Challenges of Mobile AT
Ayres, Mechling, & Sansosti, (2013), asserted the main concern with this recent
development of technology is the increased need for educators to maintain a high level of
familiarity with various applications that require training. In addition, mobile AT has also been
criticized for several logistical concerns such as the continuous need for updates and
maintenance in order to ensure proper functioning, battery life, and network signals. With
continued improvements to smartphone hardware and software, most of these logistical concerns
have been addressed through automatic updates, improved battery life and a decreased need for a
continuous network signal. Even with these advancements, many educators continue to express
concerns around the potential difficulty users may experience due to small interfaces and the
potential for the devices to become a distraction (Evmenova et al., 2019).
Mobile AT to support life skills
The advancements in mobile technology, the ease of use and affordability have renewed
interest in the support of life skills for individuals with ID. The acquisition of life skills such as
cooking, cleaning, self-hygiene, grocery shopping and banking, is crucial as individuals with
limited life skills often struggle to function independently within a community setting (Goo,
Maurer, & Wehmeyer, 2019; Ayres, Mechling, & Sansosti, 2013). Over the past ten years,
researchers have used a variety of mobile AT to investigate the effects on a myriad of life skills.
Cleaning skills. The introduction of an iPod with video prompts to individuals with mild
to moderate ID to support their independence when completing cleaning tasks resulted in
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significant performance improvements (Van Laarhoven, Johnson, Van Laarhoven-Myers, Grider,
& Grider, 2009). The tasks included: (a) cleaning the bathroom, (b) mopping the floor, and (c)
emptying garbage. Users viewed video on the iPod showing the steps for task completion prior to
engaging in the task. Following an error, users were prompted to view the video clip pertaining
to the missed sequence. With the introduction of the video prompts via the iPod, users showed a
marked improvement in independent completion of all three tasks with a reduced need for
prompting (Van Laarhoven et al., 2009). Cannella-Malone, Brooks, and Tullis (2013),
investigated the effects of video prompting through the use of the inPromptu app installed on an
iPod Touch on task completion with individuals with moderate to severe ID. The participants
were tasked with the completion of two cleaning tasks: table washing and vacuuming. Results
indicated a causal relationship between the implementation of the iPod and the user’s ability to
independently complete the cleaning tasks.
An iPod touch with an external speaker was utilized to study the effects of video prompts
with and without error correction on sweeping and table washing for individuals with moderate
to severe ID. Each step of the task was video recorded with an audio prompt and participants
were taught how to initiate each video segment while completing each task. The percentage of
steps completed correctly as well as the percentage of steps requiring error correction was also
recorded. Findings indicated all three participants demonstrated improved performance over
baseline but only two achieved mastery using video prompting with error correction or table
washing thus indicating the inclusion of error correction from the outset of implementation may
be most effective (Canella-Malone, Wheaton, Wu, Tullis, & Park, 2012).
My Pictures Talk application on an iPad was investigated as a support tool for young
adults in a postsecondary program (Cullen, Simmons-Reed, & Weaver, 2017). Users were tasked
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with completing a task with three components: (a) wiping a table, (b) using Mr Clean, and (c) a
sponge. Generalization to tasks were investigated with the introduction of one, two, and three
differing components. One component changed with the replacement of a sponge with paper
towel, two components changed with wiping a counter and using a cloth, and three components
changed with wiping a desk, using dish detergent and a dish cloth. All participants had access to
the iPad and app that offered self-prompting video clips and one spoken sentence of audio.
Findings indicated a marked improvement in performance in the completion of all tasks with the
use of the app (Cullen et al., 2017). The use of video prompting in conjunction with mobile AT
has shown to have a marked improvement in performance of cleaning skills for individuals with
ID.
Grocery shopping. The Notes app on an iPhone was used as a supportive tool for young
adults locating specific food items in a grocery store (Douglas, Ayres, & Langone, 2015).
Students created three types of lists of grocery items that included text only, audio and text, and
picture and text. Results indicated an increased performance of users ability to independently
retrieve the items using the picture and text list compared to the text only and audio and text
versions (Douglas et al., 2015).
Banking skills. The use of a podcast that provided video and audio instructions on how
to withdraw money from an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) was investigated with young
adults with moderate ID (Scott, Collins, Knight, & Kleinert, 2013). Results indicated the video
modeling and audio support presented on an iPod with headphones was effective in teaching
three students how to withdraw twenty dollars from an ATM. In addition, the ability to
generalize this skill with 83% accuracy was demonstrated on novel ATM’s (Scott et al., 2013).
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Cooking skills. A personal digital assistant (Cyrano Communicator PDA) was installed
with picture and audio prompts for each step of a multi-tiered cooking task. Such tasks included:
(a) operation of a digital kitchen timer, (b) use of a microwave, (c) operation of a stove and
toaster oven, (d) removal of plastic lids, (e) cutting with scissors as well as other cooking related
tasks. Findings indicated a marked improvement in performance when participants utilized
technology to support them (Mechling, Gast, & Seid, 2010).
Similarly, twenty-three recipes were used in a study that investigated the use of short
videos (with video modeling and video prompting) with an iPod on the ability for young adults
with mild ID to independently follow cooking recipes (Taber-Doughty, Bouck, Tom, Jasper,
Flanagan, & Bassette, 2011). Video modeling demonstrated the steps needed to complete a task,
whereas video prompting broke the task into steps that can be viewed in short clips. Results
found each student demonstrated a significant improvement in their ability to independently
complete the recipes using both the video modeling and video prompting clips (Taber-Doughty
et al., 2011).
The effectiveness of self-operated video prompts on an iPod touch to support two
cooking skills: (a) microwaving popcorn and (b) making noodle soup were investigated with two
individuals with moderate to severe ID. Both individuals demonstrated consistent improvement
for both skills when utilizing the technology (Payne, Cannella-Malone, Tullis, & Sabielny,
2012).
Mobile AT to support employment skills
The use of mobile electronic AT to support employment skills has also been gaining
acceptance as a potential tool to implement in vocational settings. Within the past twenty years,
researchers have investigated the effects of various types of software and applications on a
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variety of mobile AT ranging from palmtop computers to the more modern tablets and
smartphones available today.
Work-related tasks. Ten adults with mild to moderate ID participated in a study that
investigated the effects of multimedia representation (picture and audio) of individual steps of a
task on a palmtop computer. The tasks included assembly of a pizza box and packaging software.
Performance for all ten participants improved with the use of the palmtop computer. The task
accuracy improved as well as overall level of independence (Davies, Stock, & Wehmeyer, 2002).
Beta testing for a multi-media software package (Pocket Compass) on a palmtop
computer provided preliminary findings that suggest mobile technology may improve
performance and independence of individuals with ID in an employment setting. Picture and
audio prompts were provided for individual steps of a work related task. The tasks included
filling software orders and packaging orders for pocket personal computers. Results indicated the
technology improved participants performance in completing tasks with greater independence
and self-direction (Davies, Stock, & Wehmeyer, 2003).
A handheld palmtop computer with the Visual Assistant program was investigated for its
effects on task completion and time required to complete the task. Four individuals with mild to
moderate ID participated in the study and had access to step by step pictures and auditory
prompts for each task. Findings indicate that three of the four participants showed a decrease in
the number of prompts required to complete a work related task (roll napkins) with no significant
impact on the amount of time needed to complete a task (Riffel, Wehmeyer, Turnbull, Davies,
Stock, & Fisher, 2005).
A digital camera was used to photograph each step of a variety of work related tasks for
four adolescents with moderate ID. Photos were installed onto an Axium X30 handheld
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computer that delivered visual and auditory prompts. Picture Perfect software was used to create
the picture and auditory system. Four tasks that increased in complexity were selected for each
student. Tasks included gathering carts, stocking milk, making sandwiches, preparing vegetables
as well as other related tasks. All four participants improved their performance of completing all
tasks and generalized their ability across increasingly complex tasks (Cihak, Kessler, & Alberto,
2007).
A pocket personal computer with the ability to display videos of several work related
tasks was investigated for its effectiveness. The videos portrayed both the participants modeling
the task as well as others. The tasks included: (a) rolling silverware, sorting and sanitizing
silverware, (c) clocking in and out, (d) portioning recipes, and (e) cleaning workspace. The video
based materials were associated with a higher level of independent responding and a lower
number of required prompts (Van Larrhoven, Van Laarhoven-Myers, & Zurita, 2007).
Office skills. A fourth generation iPod touch with a Functional Planning System
application provided individual steps with three different levels of prompts for specific office
tasks. The levels of prompts included: (a) video prompting only, (b) audio prompting only, and
(c) video and audio prompting combined. Copying a document, scanning and faxing a document
were divided into individual steps and the three levels of prompting supports were created for
each task. All three participants demonstrated an increased ability to independently complete all
targeted office tasks with the use of the AT (Collins, Ryan, Katsiyannis, Yell, & Barrett, 2014).
A task analysis application that deconstructs multi-step tasks into individual steps
through the use of visual, audio, and video prompts was introduced to young adults with ID to
investigate the effect on completion of several office tasks (Randall, Johnson, Adams, Kiss, &
Ryan, 2020). In addition, the application also provided video modelling whereby the user had the
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ability to watch the task in its entirety. Results indicate that all four participants performed all
three tasks (shredding paper, copying documents, and scanning documents) at a significantly
improved rate of completion while utilizing the application.
Transition skills. A digital camera was used to photograph each step of a multi-step
employment task. These tasks included: (a) collecting carts, (b) stocking shelves, (c) putting back
returned items as well as other employment related cleaning tasks. The digital pictures were
uploaded to an Axium X30 handheld computer that provided both the picture and an auditory
prompt. The computer was placed in a pack worn around the participants waist with a
headphone. Results indicated a relationship in task transition performance when participants
utilized the handheld computer (Cihak, Kessler, & Alberto, 2008).
Time management. A multimedia scheduling system with a Windows CE palmtop
computer was used to provide participants with prompts to complete eight different tasks over a
25 minute interval. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of mobile AT on the
ability for individuals with ID to initiate tasks at the correct time. The tasks included labelling
disks, stopping and taking a break, resuming labelling of disks, placing completed disks in a box,
turning off the coffee pot, closing a drawer on a filing cabinet, watering the plant and informing
the researcher they were done. Results indicated a marked improvement in performance with the
use of a palmtop computer (Davies, Stock, & Wehmeyer, 2002).
Navigation skills
Access to transportation is crucial for individuals in order to access employment
opportunities, health care, goods and services, and social events (Preston & Raje, 2008).
Individuals who struggle to access independent transportation due to intellectual, financial,
psychological, or physical barriers are “transportation disadvantaged” (Delbosc & Currie, p. 171,
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2011). Fortunately, there has been an increased trend in research that focused on mobile AT and
navigation skills for this population within the last five years as a result of improved availability
and access. Thus, it is important to note the recent advancements in technology that has led to the
increase in research studies and the development of many wayfinding and navigation systems
(Karimi, Dias, Pearlman, & Zimmerman, 2014).
Public transportation. The ability to access public transportation services creates a
myriad of challenges for individuals with ID. In order to successfully navigate public transit,
individuals need to have a solid skill set in time-management, literacy, memory capabilities, and
other cognitive skills (Davies et al., 2010). In addition, families of those with ID may also
discourage participation in public transportation due to concerns regarding safety (Davies et al.,
2010).
The significance of adults with ID acquiring skills to navigate public transportation
systems is well documented over the past fifty years. Following the legislation that moved
towards deinstitutionalization of individuals with ID, researchers began to cast attention to the
need for community based skill development within this population. Neef, Iwata, and Page
(1978), investigated the effects of a simulated classroom on the acquisition of bus riding skills.
Specifically, the researchers focused on identification of bus stops, boarding the bus, and exiting
the bus. One group of participants were trained through roleplaying, manipulating a doll on a
simulated bus, and a slide show. The other group of participants received “in vivo” training with
verbal instructions, modeling of correct behavior with prompts and verbal feedback. Results
indicated both types of training improved the bus riding skills of users, however, the classroom
model appeared to be more effective (Neef et al., 1978).
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In a study employing classroom training, community training, and facility training,
participants showed a marked improvement in their ability to navigate public bus transportation
(Marchetti, Cecil, Graves, & Marchetti, 1984). Findings also indicated the greatest improvement
occurred for participants trained in the community and in their facility as compared to the
classroom training which included a simulated model of the city, a simulated bus, and a slide
presentation (Marchetti et al., 1984).
The effects of providing video modelling support on the ability to navigate a public bus
route has also been investigated. Video modelling of a bus route with pictures of landmarks
situated near bus stop locations were embedded in Power point video demonstrations and
displayed on a touch screen computer. Participants accessed these video segments prior to
beginning the route and results indicated a marked improvement in ability to identify the correct
time to request the bus to stop through the identification of landmarks even though participants
needed to rely solely on memory (Mechling & O’Brien, 2010).
GPS based mobile navigation supports. Global positioning systems (GPS) began to
emerge in the mid 1990’s as a tool to support drivers in navigating from one location to another
(Karimi et al., 2014). This evolved into the development of various systems and services to
support pedestrian and public transportation navigation skills mainly due to the increased use of
smartphones (Karimi et al., 2014). Researchers have begun to investigate numerous GPS based
apps and their ability to safely support the public transportation navigation abilities of
individuals with ID. GPS based software on a Windows mobile-based hand-held personal
computer provided picture and audio prompts to support navigation of a public bus route (Davies
et al., 2010). Administrators created personalized step by step travel instructions to inform users
when to remain on the bus and when to depart from the bus for designated routes. The software
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also provided a prompt for the user to pull the cord to alert the driver to stop at the next location.
Results indicated 73% of participants were able to identify the correct bus stop, pull the cord at
the appropriate time, and then disembark from the bus in comparison with only 8% in the control
group (Davies et al., 2010).
This GPS based software was further improved and installed on smartphones for
investigation on its effects on the ability to reduce the number of training sessions compared to a
traditional training program (Stock, Davies, Hoelzel, & Mullen, 2013). Customized travel
instructions were created for each bus route that included various waypoints that provided audio
and visual prompts with the final waypoint designated with a prompt to pull the cord, ring the
bell and prepare to depart from the bus (Stock et al., 2013). Results indicated a significant
decrease in the number of training sessions required using the software compared to traditional
approaches implemented by the transit provider (Stock et al., 2013). The effects of using a GPS
based Google Maps app on the ability to navigate the public bus transportation system was also
found to improve level of independence and accuracy (Price, Marsh, & Fisher, 2018). Three of
the four participants showed marked improvement in their ability to independently navigate to
novel locations on and off campus (Price et al., 2018).
Pedestrian navigation. The importance of pedestrian skills also began to be recognized
in the 1970s as an essential life skill and researchers became interested in studying various
approaches to teaching pedestrian skills for adults with ID. Four institutionalized individuals
with severe ID were taught to walk from their facility to school (Gruber, Reeser, and Reid,
1979). The teaching involved the use of backward chaining with verbal instructions, praise,
edible reinforcers, and prompts (Gruber et al., 1979). Results indicated all participants learned to
walk independently to school after 19 training sessions (Gruber et al., 1979). Eighteen adults
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with ID were taught how to safely negotiate intersection crossing in either a classroom setting or
a community setting (Marchetti, McCartney, Drain, Hooper, & Dix, 1983). The classroom
included a simulated model of four city blocks, with simulated streets, buildings, and
pedestrians. Participants used a doll within the model to show pedestrian behaviors (Marchetti et
al., 1983). The alternate group received all training at intersections in the local community. The
community training group outperformed the classroom training group in their ability to
independently navigate intersection crossings (Marchetti et al., 1983).
Within the last ten years, there has been an increase in the number of studies focused on
the effects of mobile software and apps on the ability of individuals with ID to safely navigate
unfamiliar walking routes. A customizable software program installed on a pocket personal
computer (PC) provided users with multimedia prompts that included landmark pictures and
video links with audio as prompts throughout the walking route (Mechling & Seid, 2011). Users
could touch the screen to hear audio prompts, activate the video clip that showed movement to
the landmark, as well as the ability to proceed to the next landmark photograph or return to the
previous. Results indicated a functional relationship between the multimodal prompts provided
and the ability for participants to locate designated landmarks and complete the route (Mechling
& Seid, 2011).
Kelley, Test, and Cook (2013), investigated the effects of picture prompts displayed on a
video iPod on the ability of young adults with ID to navigate to specific landmark locations
along routes in conjunction with successful independent completion of routes. Digital
photographs of landmarks with inserted arrows to show directional turns were imported into
PowerPoint slides and exported onto video iPods. Findings indicated that all participants were
better able to independently navigate the walking routes with the support of the video iPod
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(Kelly et al., 2013). Furthermore, the results of this study reinforces previous research that
supports the use of still photographs for teaching new skills (Kelly et al., 2013).
Augmented reality apps have also been studied for their ability to support individual’s
navigation skills (McMahon, Smith, Cihak, Wright, & Gibbons, 2015). Augmented reality apps
often use the camera feature on mobile devices to add information that is superimposed upon a
real live view. Text, video, directional arrows, and pictures are all examples of information that
may be added to the live view (McMahon et al., 2015). Researchers used an app called Navigator
Heads Up Display that functioned through the use of the camera view. The app provided users
with a map view of the walking route as well as a live view with additional augmented
information that included the location name and remaining distance to the final destination. In
addition, a visual hovering arrow was also added to the live view to provide a visual guide to
assist along the walking route. Researchers compared the effectiveness of this app to a printedpaper map and Google maps. Results indicated users had the greatest improvement in
independence while using the augmented reality app.
An augmented reality app named Layar was used to assess effectiveness in supporting
individual’s ability to navigate walking routes (McMahon, Cihak, & Wright, 2015). This app
functioned through the camera view and offered users digital supports that appeared as an icon
representing the employment location and the remaining distance to the target location
(McMahon, Cihak, & Wright, 2015). Researchers found the augmented reality app created a
marked improvement in users ability to independently navigate walking routes with fewer
required prompts as compared to Google maps and a printed map.
The Heads Up Navigator: 3D Augmented Reality Navigation app was investigated for its
ability to support young adults with ID learn to navigate unfamiliar walking routes (Smith,
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Cihak, Kim, McMahon, & Wright, 2017). Participants accessed the app through a smartphone
that provided augmented visual directional prompts that included arrows and remaining distance
to target location. Findings reinforced previous research indicating participants ability to
successfully locate an unfamiliar destination increased significantly with the aid of the
augmented app (Smith et al., 2017).
Virtual environment technology has been utilized in previous research, most notably in
2011, when researchers investigated the ability of adults with ID to learn walking routes and to
formulate shortcuts among the locations (Mengue-Topio, Courbois, Farran, & Sockeel, 2011).
Virtual environments are computer displays that give participants the illusion of being immersed
in an alternate location that allow for repeated and active exploration (Mengue-Topio et al.,
2011). Individuals with ID were successful in eventually learning the two designated routes and
were able to memorize the correct directional turns for each route in the virtual environment.
Participants were unable to find the shortcuts between the two targeted destinations thus
indicating non-flexible wayfinding behaviors (Mengue-Topio et al., 2011).
The navigation application utilized in this study has the ability for caregivers and
educators to create customized walking routes for individuals to allow for the safest navigation
route from one location to another. The app will provide a vibration cue at each decision point
alerting the individual for the need to attend to the technology and follow the directional arrow.
This technology has the ability to monitor each individuals progress to allow the
caregiver/educator to monitor them in real time. If the individual veers off the suggested route,
they are alerted and instructed to stop and call their contact which appears on the screen of the
smartwatch. This app also has the ability to incorporate public bus transportation into the
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walking routes with direct guidance on which bus routes to take, notifications when the bus is
arriving and alerts when to exit the bus.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHOD
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differential effects between a newly
developed navigation app and a paper map on the ability of individuals (18 years of age and
older) with mild to moderate ID participating in day programs at a local non-profit organization
to independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes. Participants ability to effectively navigate
walking routes with the support of a GPS location based app on a smartwatch were compared
with the effectiveness of a paper map to support pedestrian navigation skills. The following
research question was investigated in this study:
R1:What are the differential effects between a navigation app and a paper map on the
ability of adults with mild to moderate ID to independently navigate unfamiliar walking
routes?
Research Process
Following completion of a literature review on the employment challenges that face
individuals with ID, it became apparent this population struggles with gaining viable
employment following graduation from high school (Holwera, van der Klink, de Boer, &
Groothoff, 2013). Specifically, individuals with ID tend to struggle due to a myriad of reasons,
one being a lack of navigation skills. This revelation led to an active search of newly developed
technology created explicitly to support this population. Upon the discovery of a recently
developed navigational application, a research question was developed and a research design
began to emerge (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Research Process
Research Design
A single case alternating treatment design was used to compare the effectiveness of two
types of navigation support on independent pedestrian navigation. An alternating treatment
design allows researchers to rapidly introduce multiple interventions to gauge the effect on the
dependent variable(s) and allow for immediate comparisons (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; Gast,
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2010). The type of intervention and the walking route was randomly selected and the
individual’s ability to independently navigate the decision points were recorded and analyzed.
The behaviors within the study were not expected to be learned but to be completed based on the
type of navigational support provided thus eliminating concerns around maturation or treatment
effects. Single case designs involve a systematic comparison of two or more phases, with
generally a baseline or preintervention phase and an intervention phase (Kratochwill & Levin,
2010). However, in this study, the researcher compared phases containing the two interventions
and did not include a baseline due to the nature of the study (Kratochwill & Levin, 2010). A
baseline phase is not necessary in an alternating treatment design thus allowing for interventions
to begin immediately (Douglas, Ayres, & Langone, 2015).
Alternating treatment designs can be implemented in several ways: (a) interventions are
scheduled on different days, (b) interventions are scheduled multiple times throughout a day, and
(c) interventions are introduced at different times in the same session (Cooper, Heron, &
Heward, 2007). This study implemented the second option, whereby interventions were
randomly introduced twice a day with a one hour time interval. Randomly selecting the walking
routes and the intervention, helps to reduce bias and ensure the effects are caused by the
treatments rather than external factors (Cooper et al., 2007).
In order to create a research design that meets evidence-based standards, the independent
variable (IV) must be systematically manipulated, with the researcher deciding when and how
the IV will be implemented (Kratochwill et al., 2010). The dependent variable must also be
systematically analyzed over time with more than one assessor. Standards stipulate that
researchers must attempt to demonstrate treatment effects at least three times with a minimum of
three data points (Kratochwill et al., 2010). In recent years, recommendations suggest the
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inclusion of at least five repetitions of the alternating sequence with a minimum of five data
points per condition (Kratochwill et al., 2013).
Advantages of the Alternating Treatment Design. There are numerous advantages
associated with the use of an alternating treatment design. This design allows researchers to
rapidly introduce multiple interventions to gauge the effect on the dependent variable(s) (Barlow
& Hayes, 1979). The use of this design also decreases the possibility of sequence effects (Cooper
et al., 2007). In addition, this design also offers the ability to test for generalization across
trainers or stimuli (Cooper et al., 2007). Alternating treatment design allows participants to
experience more than one intervention and does not limit researchers to two interventions.
Furthermore, with the alternating treatment design, it is recognized that maturation and/or
treatment effect variables will be equally represented in each phase (Cooper et al., 2007).
Limitations of the Alternating Treatment Design. Several limitations related to the
alternating treatment design have also been documented. The limited exposure to the
intervention may lead to questionable treatment effects (Poling, Methot, & LeSage, 1996). In
addition, the use of this design may result in multiple treatment interference. This questions
whether the effects of the interventions would be unchanged if the interventions were presented
independently (Cooper et al., 2007). Furthermore, this design creates quick switching of
interventions that would not be present in daily life and may be interpreted as artificial (Cooper
et al., 2007). Furthermore, this design limits researchers to investigate no more than 4
interventions for comparison. Interventions must also be chosen that are readily available and
easy to implement (Cooper et al., 2007).
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Methodology
Participants. Participants were recruited from a non-profit organization that focuses on
the development of employment and life skills for individuals with ID. Five individuals
volunteered to participate in the research study. Selection criteria included: (a) 18 years of age
and older, (b) diagnosis of mild to moderate ID, (c) no vision, hearing or motor limitations, (d)
able to follow one step directions, (e) able to use crosswalks with minimal supervision, (f)
struggles to navigate independently.
Ethical Considerations. Prior to data collection, the researcher received approval by the
USF Institutional Review Board (IRB ID: STUDY000209_MOD000001, see Appendix L). In
addition, all participants required parent/guardian/legally authorized representative (LAR)
consent forms prior to study participation. The consent form provided information on the
purpose of the study, details of the study, and potential risks and benefits associated with
participation. Contact information for the principal investigator and research team was provided
to allow for parents and or LAR’s to inquire with questions. Participants were also required to
sign an assent form prior to the commencement of the study. The assent form provided the
purpose, details and study procedures and was written using developmentally appropriate
language to ensure comprehension. In addition, the assent form was read aloud to potential
participants to ensure full comprehension and to allow for questions to be posed. Participants
were notified and reminded throughout the study that they could withdraw at any time without
any penalty.
Participants were not asked to provide any identifiable information, rather each
participant was assigned a pseudo-name. Only the principal investigator and members of the
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research team had access to the data collection forms and documentation that linked participant
names with their pseudo-names.
Setting. The instruction on how to utilize the app took place in a boardroom at the
organization’s facility. The navigation trials occurred on the nearby marked crosswalks and
designated sidewalks surrounding the facility. The facility was located in a business park
surrounded by several small businesses.
Materials. The following equipment was utilized in this study: android smartphone,
android smartwatch, network or Wi-Fi connection, navigation app (Waytob), and printed paper
maps of unfamiliar walking routes.
Paper map. Participants received a printed map of the walking route. The maps were
printed from the local city website. The map was slightly magnified to ensure streets surrounding
the facility are visible. The starting location was clearly marked with the letter A and the
destination location was clearly marked with the letter B. The researcher pointed to each letter
while saying “The letter A shows where we are now and the letter B shows us where we need to
go. Use the map to help you get to this new location” (pointing to each letter on the map).
Navigation app. The app investigated in this study is a newly developed GPS based
navigation aid that was created specifically for individuals with ID at the University of Dublin by
two mechanical engineering students. This app was developed to support adults with ID to safely
and independently navigate from one location to another. The app runs on the location settings
within a smartphone and is able to track the users location. The app operates on the Android
operating system and can be installed onto an Android smartphone. The app runs on an Android
smartwatch through the Bluetooth connection. Walking routes with the designated decision
points are created within the administrators website and imported into the app. Once the user
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selects the route, the app connects with the watch and the directional prompts initiate. The
smartwatch screen displays a single white arrow against a dark background (along with text) to
signify the direction in which the user needs to proceed. The user either sees a right, left, or
straight directional arrow. The user receives a vibration from the smartwatch to signal an
upcoming decision point. At this time, the user lifts their arm to be parallel to their body, looks at
the smartwatch and taps the screen to see the directional arrow.
Additional safety features have been created within the app to allow caregivers to
monitor the user’s location, heart-rate and battery life. The app also offers users a panic button to
quickly call for support if needed (a telephone icon allows users to connect with caregivers if
needed). These safety features were not utilized within this study as the researcher was always
within 3 feet of the participants to ensure overall safety. In addition, this app has the ability to
integrate the local public bus transit system and provide cues to users on how to navigate to
transit stations, cues for approaching buses as well as cues for when users should depart the bus.
The incorporation of the public bus transit system allows caregivers the ability to create
increasingly more complex navigation routes for users. The app does not present any maps to the
user, rather intuitive icons are presented on when and where to navigate, including where to
cross the road and get on and off the bus. The users smartphone is held in their pocket and
directions are given on their smartwatch thus eliminating the need for a hand held device.
Walking routes. Walking routes were created based on the following criteria: (a)
unfamiliarity to students, (b) equal number of decision points, (c) within a half mile distance
from the facility (starting point). All walking routes were designed to allow participants to travel
by foot to an unfamiliar location. A list of potential walking routes was distributed to the staff at
the facility. Staff were asked to rate the routes on how familiar the student is with navigating
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from the start location to the destination location. Staff had the opportunity to suggest additional
walking routes. This data was collected and a list of routes that were ranked ‘unfamiliar’ was
entered into the study. All walking routes were created with five decision points. Walking routes
were randomly assigned in conjunction with the random assignment of the intervention for each
session. In addition, walking routes were matched according to difficulty and then randomly
selected to ensure a counterbalanced approach. Participants did not complete a walking route
twice throughout the duration of the study. A minimum of ten walking routes were created.
Dependent variable. The dependent variable was the percentage of independent correct
decisions completed throughout a walking route. Participants were given 30 seconds at each
decision point to make a directional decision using the intervention provided (either the
navigation app or the paper map). Wait time was 30 seconds to allow time to process what is
being asked in order to respond appropriately (Johnson & Parker, 2013). The researcher recorded
the participant’s performance at each decision point along the walking route. If the participant
did not respond within 30 seconds of reaching a decision point, the correct direction was
provided with a verbal and gestural prompt. The researcher recorded this as “Assisted”. The
researcher recorded independent correct decisions as “Independent and Correct” and independent
incorrect decisions as “Assisted”. See Appendix D for the Data Collection Form.
Participant Instruction. All participants received detailed instruction on pedestrian
safety and how to properly use the app during four one-hour sessions. The first session included
a review of pedestrian safety rules using a variety of resources. Concepts covered included: steps
to follow when using a crosswalk, how to safely cross an intersection using the traffic lights, and
the importance of remaining on the pedestrian walkway and sidewalks. The second session
focused on teaching participants how to operate the equipment and the navigation app. A model
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lead test procedure was used to teach participants (Adams & Engelmann, 1996). The researcher
modeled the use of the app and the smartwatch and the participants were given the opportunity to
practice applying the skill using the equipment. During the third training session, participants
used the app to navigate a practice walking route with the researcher. See Appendix A for
training agendas for each session. Each participant was assessed on how well they operated the
app. See Appendix B for Assessment of Readiness tool. Additional review and teaching occurred
in the fourth session.
The task of operating the equipment and the app was broken down into a task analysis.
Participants were taught to: (a) place the smartwatch on their wrist, (b) wait for vibration from
the watch to signal the beginning of the route, (c) respond to the vibration(s) as a cue to bring
their arm parallel to their body, (d) view screen of the watch (while arm is parallel to their body)
(e) tap the screen to view directional arrow (while arm is parallel to their body), (f) recognize the
icon that represents the completion of the route. The system of least prompts was also
implemented during training (Ault & Griffin, 2013). When the participant required support,
various levels of prompts were utilized that included a verbal prompt, partial physical prompt,
and a full physical prompt. Following instruction, each participant underwent an initial practice
route to ensure mastery level in the operation of the application.
Participants were asked to either use the navigation app or a paper map to assist them
while walking various routes. Each participant completed two walking routes a day for a total of
ten. Each walking route took approximately 30 minutes to complete. This resulted in 30 minutes
a day and five hours in total in the navigation sessions. Both the navigation aid and the walking
route were randomly selected by the researcher for each session. Following the completion of the
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tenth walking route, the participant was informed that they have successfully completed the
study.
Validity
Replication and randomization are often used to combat the threats to internal validity
(Cooper et al., 2007). Common internal threats to validity include: (a) maturation, (b) history, (c)
attrition, (d) ambiguous temporal precedence, and (e) instrumentation. Maturation occurs when
the participant begins to naturally learn the skill. This was minimized with the assignment of a
random and novel walking route for each session. A randomization scheme was implemented,
such that for each pair of observations, one observation was randomly selected to be A and one
was selected to be B. This randomization scheme was created to provide a maximum number of
times a treatment can be given consecutively to prevent the impractical application of the same
treatment and the overall length of exposure to any one treatment (Onghena & Edgington, 1994).
History effects occur when there is a simultaneous effect occurring at the same time as the study
that may be influencing treatment effects (Manolov & Onghena, 2018). This threat was
minimized through careful discussion with current staff and parents to ensure no travel training
occurs at the time of the study. Attrition is a common concern for most research studies and
occurs when participants decide to remove themselves from the study. Ambiguous temporal
precedence occurs when it is not clear which independent variable caused the treatment effects
(Manolov & Onghena, 2018). This was minimized by careful and systematic manipulation of the
independent variable by the researcher. Instrumentation can occur if the intervention is
administered inconsistently throughout the study. This threat was minimized through the
collection of fidelity and procedural data.
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Inter-Observer reliability
Inter-observer reliability was collected for 20.1% of the data points. This reliability was
calculated into a percentage and reported with the results. The Inter-Observer Agreement Form is
in Appendix D. An additional observer was taught to collect generalization, procedural and
fidelity measures. This individual was taught study procedures by the researcher prior to
beginning the research using written explanations, guidelines, and scenarios. A treatment
protocol was used to ensure treatment fidelity and is located in Appendix E.
Social Validity
Addressing social validity is essential to defend against the potential of interventions to
fail in the real world (Schwartz & Baer, 1991). Interventions that are viewed as impractical or
unnecessary are less likely to be adopted by the general public (Leko, 2014). Three methods of
gathering social validity include: (a) subjective evaluation, (b) social comparison, and (c)
maintenance measures (Snodgrass, Chung, Meadan, & Halle, 2018). Following completion of
the study, each participant participated in a brief semi-structured interview. Questions focused on
gaining feedback on which navigation aid was perceived as the easiest to use and overall
preference.
Analysis of Data
Visual analysis is the initial step in analyzing data from single case research designs. The
researcher looked for a causal relation between the independent variable and the dependent
variable as well as the strength of the relation (Kratochwill et al., 2010). An effect occurs when a
data pattern in one phase is different than what would be expected in the data pattern from the
previous phase (Horner et al., 2005). There are six variables that are analyzed: (a) level, (b)
trend, (c) variability, (d) overlap, (e) immediacy of the effect, and (f) strength of the effect. Level
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is associated with the mean score, trend is the slope of the best fitting straight line and variability
is the standard deviation around the trend line. Overlap is associated with the amount of data
points that meet across phases. Alternating treatment designs also undergo analysis of the
magnitude of separation and the strength of separation. Researchers are analyzing the level of
separation between the independent variable(s) and the dependent variable. A large separation
indicates a large or strong treatment effect.
Randomization tests were also completed to gauge the presence of a treatment effect.
Randomization tests were utilized as these tests do not rely on the distributional assumptions
unlike other methods and can improve internal validity and overall validity of the statistical
results through the control of potential extraneous variables (Levin, Evmenova, & Gafurov,
2014). Additional parametric statistical analysis was conducted through the use of SAS â
University Edition, version 9.4 statistical software. Multi-level modeling and the calculation of
effect sizes was conducted. The calculation of effect sizes allows researchers to calculate interval
estimates of treatment effects as well as variability of treatment effects within and across cases.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
RESULTS
The results from this study are presented in this chapter. The demographic information
for each participant is presented first, followed by results from visual analysis, randomization
tests, and hierarchical linear models.
Demographic Description of Participants
Five adults from a center-based program for individuals with intellectual disabilities and
other developmental delays participated in the study. All individuals attended a non-profit
organization that focused on employment skills development. The participants ranged in age
from 26 to 45 years of age. Three males and two females participated in the study.
Table 1
Description of Study Participants
Participant

Gender

Age

Diagnosis

Owned a
Smartphone

Mode of
Trans. to
facility

Colleen

F

26

Down Syndrome

No

Devin

M

45

Traumatic brain
injury

Yes

Driven by
parents
Public Bus

Jeremy

M

31

Down Syndrome

Yes

Liam

M

28

Down Syndrome

Yes

Lily

F

27

Down Syndrome

Yes
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Driven by
parents
Driven by
parents
Driven by
parents

Visual analysis
To measure study effects, a visual analysis of the graphed data was completed. This
technique allows for analysis of changes in level, trend, variability, immediacy of the effect,
overlap, consistency of data patterns across similar phases, and strength of the effect
(Kratochwill et al., 2010). Specific guidelines for visually analyzing single case research design
outlined in What Works Clearinghouse were followed (Kratochwill et al., 2010).
Colleen. Figure 2 shows Colleen navigated the walking routes at a mean of 72%
accuracy using the app with the percentage of independent correct decisions ranging from 6080%. Colleen navigated with 48% accuracy using the paper map with the percentage of
independent correct decisions ranging from 20-80%. No significant trend line was identified for
either treatment. There appeared to be an overlap on the ninth observation, with Colleen scoring
an 80% while using the paper map; however, all other paper map observations scored lower in

% Independent correct
decisions

performance than the app.

Observations
Figure 2. Percent of independent decisions for Colleen under paper map (Map) and mobile
application (App) conditions
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Devin. Devin navigated at a mean of 96% while using the app with the percentage of
independent correct decisions ranging from 80-100%. Figure 3 shows Devin navigated at a mean
of 64% while using the paper map with the percentage of independent correct decisions ranging
from 40-100%. No significant trend line was identified for either treatment. There was an
overlap on the fourth observation, with Devin scoring 100% using the paper map; however, all

% Independent correct
decisions

other paper map observations scored lower in performance than the app.

Observations
Figure 3. Percent of independent decisions for Devin under paper map (Map) and mobile
application (App) conditions
Jeremy. Figure 4 shows Jeremy navigated with a mean of 88% while using the app with
the percentage of independent correct decisions ranging from 80-100%. Jeremy navigated with a
mean of 60% while using the paper map with the percentage of independent correct decisions
remaining at 60% throughout the length of the study. No significant trend line was identified for
either treatment. There was no overlap between the treatments.
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% Independent correct
decisions

Observations
Figure 4. Percent of independent decisions for Jeremy under paper map (Map) and mobile
application (App) conditions
Liam. Liam navigated with a mean of 80% while using the app with the percentage of
independent correct decisions remaining steady at 80% throughout the duration of the study.
Figure 5 shows Liam navigated with a mean of 48% while using the paper map with the
percentage of independent correct decisions ranging from 40-60%. No significant trend line was
identified for either treatment. There was no overlap between the treatments.
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% Independent correct
decisions

Observations
Figure 5. Percent of independent decisions for Liam under paper map (Map) and mobile
application (App) conditions
Lily. Lily navigated with an average accuracy of 64% while using the app with the
percentage of independent correct decisions ranging from 60-80%. Figure 6 shows Lily
navigated with an average accuracy of 32% while using the paper map with the percentage of
independent correct decisions ranging from 0-60%. No significant trend line was identified for
either treatment. There was an overlap on the eighth observation with Lily performing with 60%
accuracy while using the paper map; however, all other observations of the paper map scored
below the app.
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% Independent correct
decisions

Observations
Figure 6. Percent of independent decisions for Lily under paper map (Map) and mobile
application (App) conditions
The visual analysis and the comparison of means between treatments indicate an increase
in performance during the app treatment phase for all participants. All five cases indicate an
effect was evident in the app phase. Based on visual analysis, there is evidence that the app
treatment had a larger effect on performance than the map treatment.
Randomization Tests
Data were also analyzed using ExPRT ExcelÒ Package of Randomization Tests version
4.1. The results of the randomization tests were statistically significant, p = .0127, therefore the
null hypothesis was rejected thus indicating there is a significant difference in performance
between the map treatment and the app treatment.
Analysis model: Multilevel model
Hierarchical linear models were used to analyze all of the data concurrently, whereby one
level of the model focused on the performance of each participant and another level focused on
the performance among participants. In essence, the use of HLMs provided the researcher with
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an overall estimate of average treatment effect as well as within person variance and between
person variance (Rindskopf & Ferron, 2014). Based on visual analysis, a number of assumptions
were made prior to choosing a model for analysis. The model was created with the assumption of
a change in level with no trend and allowance of variance of effects across participants. The
Kenward-Roger method to estimate degrees of freedom was chosen to warrant unbiased
estimates of the average treatment effect and improve accuracy of the corresponding inferences
(Kenward & Roger, 1997).
A level one model was used to analyze the series data for a single participant, and a level
two model to examine variation across participants.
Equation 1 represents level one of the multilevel model applied to the current study.
Y = p0i + p1i *Phaseti + eti

(1)

Equations 2, and 3 represent level two of the multilevel model applied to the study.
p0i = b00 + r0i

(2)

p1i = b10 + r1i

(3)

The data were analyzed with SASÒ University Edition, version 9.4. Across all cases, the
percentage of independent correct decisions while using the map was statistically significant
different from zero and equaled 50.4[t(5.02) = 8.54, p =.0004]. The estimated effect of the app
treatment on rates of percentage of independent correct decisions equaled 29.6 and was
statistically significant: t(44) = 7.63, p = <.0001, therefore the null hypothesis was rejected thus
indicating an increase in performance of the independent correct decisions with the use of the
app treatment. Overall, all five participants made correct decisions 29.6% more often with the
app. It is important to note the within case variance (s 2 = 188.37), the between case variance in
average performance with the paper map (t00 = 136.35), and the between-case variance in the
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app effect (t11 = 0) are included as a footnote in Table 2 . The variance of zero indicates that
each case is estimated to have an effect of 29.6 with the app and there is not sufficient evidence
to estimate any of the individual cases to have effects that were different than the average value.
An estimate variance of zero for this treatment condition (app) indicates a consistent effect
across cases. A summary of the Fixed Effects is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Results of Hierarchical Linear Model of Percentage of Correct Decisions (Fixed Effects)
Estimate
Average of Map

Standard Error

P value

50.4

5.89

0.0004

29.6

3.88

<.0001

Condition (b00)
App Effect (b10)

________________________________________________________________
Note: between-case variance in average map condition (t00 )= 136.35, between-case variance in
app effect (t11 )= 0, and within case error variance (s 2 )= 188.37
Inter-Observer Reliability
Inter-observer reliability was collected for 20.1% of the data points. Inter-observer
reliability ranged from 92.6 to 100% with a mean of 96.4%.
Social validity findings
Following completion of all 10 walking routes, each participant was asked to answer each
social validity question. The first question posed: Which navigation support (the map or the app)
was easier to use? Four of the five participants chose the navigation app as the easier and
preferred method to use while traveling on unfamiliar walking routes. One participant responded
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with “I liked the arrows on the watch”, while another stated “The watch was easy”. This finding
is similar to previous research using augmented reality applications to deliver prompts for
pedestrian travel (McMahon et al., 2015). One of the five participants felt the paper map was
easier and shared “I don’t like the watch, I prefer paper”. The second question posed: Which
navigation support (the map or the app) did you prefer using? Four of the participants from this
study responded they would choose to use the navigation app on a regular basis. “It would be
easy to use the watch to go somewhere new”, “I want a watch with arrows to help me all the
time”. One participant shared “I prefer using paper, I don’t have a phone”. Discussions with staff
later revealed this participant had little exposure to technology at home. Participant responses
indicate that the majority preferred the navigation app over the paper map.
The findings of this study suggest the mobile application has potential to improve the
ability for individuals with ID to independently navigate from one location to another. Visual
analysis provided an overview of each participants performance with each condition and
highlighted a marked improvement with the use of the mobile application. The randomization
test indicated a statistical significance in the difference in performance between the two
treatments. In addition, the hierarchical linear models resulted in statistical significant
improvement when participants used the mobile application as compared to the paper map.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
Employment opportunities for adults with ID is often limited due to a number of
contributing factors including a lack of navigation ability. As a result, many individuals with ID
are limited to employment opportunities located within their navigational abilities or are
dependent on a guardian/caregiver for transportation to and from work. This dependence further
diminishes the development of independent living skills.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differential effects of a GPS based
navigational app on a smartwatch and a paper map on the ability of individuals with mild to
moderate ID to independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes. An alternating treatment
design was used to determine the effects of two independent variables (i.e. navigation app and
paper map) on the dependent variable (i.e. percentage of independent correct decisions). This
design allowed the researcher to rapidly introduce the paper map and the navigation app to gauge
the effect on the dependent variable and allow for immediate comparisons. Participants met the
following selection criteria (a) 18 years of age and older, (b) diagnosis of mild to moderate ID,
(c) no vision, hearing or motor limitations, (d) able to follow one step directions, (e) able to use
crosswalks with minimal supervision, and (f) struggles to navigate independently. Results
indicated an increased level of performance when participants utilized the navigation app as
compared to when they used the paper map. Social validity data indicated the majority (80%) of
participants preferred to use the navigation app. Most participants felt the navigation app was
easier to use than the paper map. Findings and discussion points are organized by research
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question, implications for teachers and organizations, contributions to the literature, study
limitations, and future directions.
Effects of Treatments on Dependent Variable
The research question was: What are the differential effects between a navigation app and
a paper map on the ability of individuals (18 years of age or older) with mild to moderate ID to
independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes?
Findings indicated an increased level of performance when participants utilized the
navigation app as compared to the paper map. All participants had a significantly higher
percentage of independent correct decisions when the navigation app was utilized. The overall
level of independent correct decisions decreased significantly when participants utilized the
paper map. Participants often required assistance to navigate when the paper map was utilized.
Most often, participants using the paper map would stop at a decision point when they were
uncertain and either ask for assistance, proceed in an incorrect direction, or fail to make a choice
within the designated wait time.
All five participants mastered their practice route on the third teaching session, using the
navigation app without any support from the researcher. Colleen and Lily’s limited attention
span and challenges with working memory created difficulty in remembering the need to lift
their arm parallel to their body when viewing the app. This would either cause a miscue on the
app or they would wait until the researcher prompted them with the next direction. It is important
to note from Figure 2 and 6 that participants have performed numerous times in the 60% range
for independent correct decisions while using the app which lowered their overall average mean.
If participants needed additional reminders or reassurance, they would tap the smartwatch screen
to view the directional arrow. This indicated an increased level of confidence and independence.
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Overall, findings of this study support the extant literature related to navigation aids and
technology. First, this study supports previous findings that used mobile technology with video
and picture prompts to aid individuals with ID to navigate pedestrian routes (Mechling & Seid,
2011; Kelly, Test, & Cooke, 2013). More recent studies have also found similar results using
tablets and smartphone applications to improve performance of individuals with ID while
walking unfamiliar routes (McMahon, Cihak, & Wright, 2015; Smith, Cihak, Kim, McMahon, &
Wright; 2017; McMahon, Smith, Cihak, Wright, & Gibbons, 2015). In addition, social validity
findings of this study support previous findings, as the majority of participants preferred to use
the augmented reality navigation apps over standard aids such as Google maps or paper maps
(McMahon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon et al., 2015).
Second, previous studies have found augmented reality applications more effective than
paper maps (McMahon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon et al., 2015). This study
supports findings that a customizable navigation application designed specifically for this
population is effective in aiding in navigation and increasing independence. In addition, this
study extends research by using a smartwatch as the mobile technology device, providing a
hands-free mobile tool rather than tablets, iPods, and smartphones (Kelley et al., 2013;
McMahon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon et al., 2015).
Finally, findings from this study support previous research using navigation aids within
natural settings. Previous studies found an improvement in performance when banking skills,
grocery shopping skills and navigation skills (both public transportations and pedestrian) were
taught within the natural setting (Douglas et al, 2010; Scott et al., 2013; Davies et al., 2010;
Mechling & Seid, 2011; Kelley et al., 2013; McMahon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon
et al., 2015).
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Social validity data indicates four of the five participants preferred to use the navigation
app over the paper map. These results are similar to social validity findings in previous research
using smartphones to deliver navigation supports for completing walking routes (McMahon et
al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon et al., 2015). The one participant who chose the paper
map as their preference felt the map was easier to use because she did not own a smartphone or
smartwatch and felt uncomfortable using technology. The other participants shared they
preferred the app due to the ease of use (only needed to tap the screen), they liked the
smartwatch, and also found the arrow prompts to be helpful.
Implications for Teachers and Organizations
There are numerous implications to practice found in the results of this study. First, it is
important to recognize that some individuals with ID have limited working memory abilities.
Thus, these individuals may require additional teaching sessions and/or an additional visual
prompt to remind them of specific procedural details (i.e. lift your arm parallel to your body).
Customizing specific applications and devices to provide added support may further improve
independence and overall confidence.
Second, it is essential to consider wearable technology as a viable option for individuals
with ID. Although many researchers have used mobile technology such as smartphones and
tablets (Kelley et al., 2013; McMahon et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; McMahon et al., 2015),
wearable (smartwatch) technology was used in this study to allow for hands free operation. This
is especially important when individuals are walking near streets and intersections. Using a
smartwatch allowed individuals to be alert and watching for traffic.
Third, teachers must be cognizant of the need for navigation skill development for
adolescents and adults with ID. This is an additional skillset that may improve overall
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employability. Beginning to build pedestrian navigation skills to nearby businesses (potential
future places of employment) and other essential locations (post office, grocery store) is an
excellent starting point. Teaching may then expand to the integration of public transportation and
pedestrian navigation to allow for navigation to further distances (thus increasing the potential
number of future employment sites). Several factors need to be considered when preparing and
delivering navigation lessons for this population such as: (a) an assessment of strengths and
challenges, (b) an assessment of overall comfort level with technology, (c) decision between
parents/caregivers, user, and teachers on most appropriate navigational supports (navigation app
on smartwatch, visual landmark cues with audio prompts on smartphone, audio recording, paper
map, map feature on smartphone), (d) mutual agreement with parents/caregivers on initial routes,
(e) close communication with parents/caregivers to ensure a consistent approach, (f) promote
generalization between routes completed at school and at home through the identical use of
prompts and fading of prompts, and (g) constant evaluation of progress with an acute awareness
of the amount of information presented at any given time and the resulting cognitive load.
Furthermore, this study highlighted several other considerations for utilizing directional
prompts. If using a vibrating directional prompt, it is important to ensure it provides the cue with
adequate lead time prior to the decision point. If it fires too early, the individual may forget the
directions when they arrive at the decision point. If it fires too late, the individual may have
already chosen a direction or has stopped because they are unsure of the correct direction. Thus,
thorough testing of the routes is essential to ensure proper timing of cues.
As with all research, a number of challenges were faced throughout the duration of this
study, however, the additional challenge of completing this research during a worldwide
pandemic is worth noting. As I was preparing to begin my data collection, the world went into
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lockdown, whereby everyone was instructed to stay home, limit all social interactions, and only
leave home for essentials. Needless to say, this caused a significant delay in the progress of this
study as recruitment was extremely difficult and led to the need for a change in site location.
Even with all these trials and tribulations, I never once waivered in my pursuit to complete this
study as the significance of this research is paramount.
Contributions to the Literature
This study makes several distinctive contributions to the literature. First, this is the first
study to use a smartwatch as the device to support individuals with ID with navigation. All
previous navigation research with this population has used handheld devices or devices requiring
carrying cases. In addition, this is the first study to investigate a navigation application that was
specifically designed for use with individuals with ID. Previous programs and applications
studied were generically designed without any fore thought to this population. Third, this study
added to the growing literature on the importance of teaching navigation skills and the ability of
individuals with ID to learn to navigate unfamiliar routes using technology.
Study Limitations
This study contains several limitations that need to be considered in order to fully
interpret the results. First, this was a single case design, thus a small number of participants were
involved (n=5). Therefore, results of this study should be interpreted for a small number of
participants. Second, all five participants shared similar demographics (disability diagnosis and
cultural backgrounds). All of the participants attended an employment-based day program for
individuals with disabilities. Thus, results cannot be generalized to all adults with ID. Third, this
study did not address the use of public transportation due to time constraints. This limitation
should be analyzed in future research. In addition, using the smartwatch in bright sunlight made
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it difficult to see the directional prompts on the screen. The overall size of the smartwatch screen
was an additional challenge at times as participants struggled to see the screen clearly. Fourth,
the customization of the walking routes can be time consuming. Developing the route, inputting
them into the app developers website and then testing/modifying each route is a large aspect of
this study and adequate time would be needed to ensure routes are adequately prepared.
Future Research
The results of this study suggest the navigation application is a viable option to support
individuals with ID to navigate from one location to another. It is important to evaluate the
effectiveness of this technology with other groups of individuals of varying backgrounds, ages,
and socioeconomic status. Future research that focuses on the use of this technology with
adolescents with ID in high school would also provide additional insight into the usability of this
navigation support for younger populations. In addition, it may also be beneficial to use a larger
sample size to provide additional data analysis. Furthermore, future research should focus on
utilizing the public transportation feature within this application to enhance the complexity of
navigation routes for participants and allow for further navigation skill development. Future
studies should also consider ways to enhance the visibility of the screen in bright sunlight and
consider the use of a larger smartwatch screen.
Although this study needs replication to verify findings, wearable technology coupled
with highly customizable navigation applications, such as Waytob, provide the possibility of new
tools for individuals with ID to become more independent. There is significant potential for this
population to not only become more employable, but also to become more self-determined,
confident, and resilient which will only result in a higher quality of life and an increased level of
participation in society.
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Appendix A: Teaching Outline and Teaching Materials
Teaching Sessions:
1st Teaching Session (1 hour):
Whole group session to review pedestrian safety rules. A variety of resources were utilized that
include short video clips, brief PowerPoint presentation, scenarios and class discussion. The
focus is on: Mini-Lesson 1: Walking Safely Near Traffic (20 mins), Mini-Lesson 2: Crossing
Streets Safely (20 mins). All lesson plans can be found on the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration website:
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/cpsc-45-lessonplan.pdf
The participants were assessed (20 mins) using the following guidelines: Please note participants
are expected to write their responses but rather can provide their answers orally and all questions
will be read aloud.
The assessment guide can be found at:
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/cpsc-45-studentresponseform.pdf
2nd Teaching Session (1 hour):
This session will focus on introducing the navigation app through modeling and demonstrations.
(10-15 mins).
Several short training videos created by the app developers will be shown. (10 mins).
There will be time for questions and answers. (10-15 mins).
The videos may be accessed through the website: https://waytob.com/
3rd Teaching Session (1 hour):
Individual training of the app will occur during the third training session, whereby each
participant will be invited to join the researcher on a “practice” walking route. The participant
will be assessed on how well they operate the app as a navigation tool. The researcher will use
the Assessment of Readiness protocol (see Appendix C). If any participant requires additional
training, (if all 6 items are not mastered)this will take place during the fourth training session.
th

4 Teaching Session (only if needed)
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Walking Safely Near Traffic Mini-Lesson (20 mins)
What does the word pedestrian mean?
Pedestrian has the same root word as pedal, pedicure, and centipede. All of these words have
meanings to do with “feet.” Now that we have analyzed part of the word to mean “foot,” who
can tell me what the entire word “pedestrian” might mean?
• A pedestrian is a person who travels on foot. [Teacher records class generated definition on
vocabulary card.] Now, who can tell me why it is good to walk places?
• It is good for you (exercise).
• It is good for the environment (no air pollution).
• It is good for your neighborhood (less traffic).
• It is fun! Walking is good for many reasons, but we also need to be sure we are safe. There may
be traffic on the roads. Let’s review how pedestrians can be safe near traffic.
Raise your hand if you live on a street where there is a sidewalk. Give me a thumbs-up if we
have sidewalks near this building.
If there is a sidewalk, is it best to use it or walk on the street?
• USE IT!
I’m going to show you a picture of the street scene where you are walking with a younger child.
Raise your hand if you notice anything wrong with the picture.
• The student is listening to an MP3 player rather than listening to traffic and being aware of
his/her surroundings.
Remember that as you are walking, you still need to be cautious.
What are some things you should be cautious of even as you are following all of the rules
walking on the sidewalk, away from traffic, and being aware of your surroundings?
• A driveway. This is a place where pedestrians and cars share space together. Raise your hand if
you have a tip about how to be safe before you step into a driveway? (Suggested answers below)
• Stop before you get to the driveway.
• Check cars that may be parked in the driveway. If there is a person inside or the back white
lights are on, DON’T MOVE! Stop and wait until you know the car is not moving.
• Look left, right, and left again to make sure cars aren’t coming.
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Crossing Streets Safely Mini-Lesson (20 mins):
Now, when you cross the street, I want you to make sure you are remembering ways to safely
move when you cross.
• Are you walking? You should never run because you may trip and fall.
• Is your head up? Are you looking left-right-left and listening while you are walking?
• Are you walking straight across the street? Remember in geometry that the diagonal line on a
right triangle is longer than the straight lines. You want to move in a straight line because you
will be in the street less time and you are less likely to be hurt.
What are we looking for when we look Left-Right-Left?
• For traffic
Why do we look left first?
• That is the direction that the traffic closest to us is coming from.
Then, why do we look right?
• To see if traffic is coming from the opposite direction.
Finally, why do you think we look left again?
• Because cars move fast and we want to make sure it is still safe to cross where cars are moving
closest to us
You’ve got it! We not only have to use our sight sense when we cross though. We have to use
another one of our five senses.
What do you think it is?
• Hearing
What are some of the sounds we should be listening for?
• Car engines, horns, sirens, etc.
What should I do if I hear one of those sounds?
• Stop and wait until it is clear. Look and listen for traffic again.
Use the street scenes to foster discussion around the difference between a safe and unsafe
street to cross.
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Pedestrian Safety Assessment (20 mins)
The following questions were orally read to the participants. Responses were recorded.
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Appendix B: Assessment of Readiness Protocol

Task

Mastered

Places smartwatch on wrist

Y or N

Waits for vibration to begin
route

Y or N

Responds to vibration by
bringing their arm up parallel
to their body

Y or N

Views screen of the watch
(while arm is parallel to their
body)

Y or N

Taps the screen for directional
arrow (while arm is parallel to
their body)

Y or N

Recognizes the icon that
represents completion of
the route.

Y or N
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Notes

Appendix C: Data Collection Form
PARTICIPANT #: _________
Walking
Route #

DP 1

DP 2

(DP: DECISION POINT)
DP 3

DP 4

DP 5

*IC= INDEPENDENT CORRECT
*A= ASSISTED
NOTES:
*Be sure to wait 30 seconds at each decision point before offering guidance.
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APP OR
MAP

Appendix D: Inter-Observer Assessment Form
Participant: _________________
Session Date: _______________
Directions: This form compares the data collected by the researcher with the data collected by
the second observer.
Number of Correct Responses
Rater 1: ____________
Rater 2: ____________
Rate of Correct Responses
# rate correct agreed: ____________
# rate correct disagreed: __________
__________ ___________________________________________________________________
Total
Number of Agreements ____________________
Number of Disagreements__________________
IOA Formula: Total # of Agreements ___ ÷ Total # of Disagreements and Agreements ___ × 100
= ___ % IOA
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Appendix E: Treatment Protocols
TREATMENT PROTOCOL FOR MAP:
Completed by: ___________________

Date: ______________________

Map Treatment
1
2

3
4

5

6

7

Implemented
Give participant paper map outlining
the route.
Say “The letter A shows where we are
now and the letter B shows us where we
need to go”. “Use the map to help you
get to this new location.” Point to each
letter on the map.
Wait for 30 seconds at each decision
point before offering guidance.
If participant does not respond within
30 seconds, provide a verbal and
gestural prompt and record as “A”Assisted.
If asked for support verbally: Record as
“A” –(Assisted) and provide a verbal
and gestural prompt.
If asked for support gesturally: Record
as “A” –(Assisted) and provide a verbal
and gestural prompt.
If participant navigates in an incorrect
direction, redirect them with a verbal
and gestural prompt and record as “A”.
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+

---

+

---

+

---

+

---

+

---

+

---

+

---

TREATMENT PROTOCOL FOR APP

Completed by: ___________________

Date: ______________________

App Treatment
1
2
3

4

5

6

Implemented
Once the app has loaded the route: say
“You may now begin walking”.
Wait for 30 seconds at each decision
point before offering guidance.
If participant does not respond within
30 seconds, provide a verbal and
gestural prompt and record as “A”Assisted.
If asked for support verbally: Record as
a “A” –(Assisted) and provide a verbal
and gestural prompt.
If asked for support gesturally: Record
as “A” –(Assisted) and provide a verbal
and gestural prompt.
If participant navigates in an incorrect
direction, redirect them with a verbal
and gestural prompt and record as “A”.
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---

+

---

+
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+

---

+

---

+

---

Appendix F: Information Letter
The purpose of this study is to investigate the differential effects of a GPS based
navigational app displayed on a smartwatch and a paper map on the ability of individuals with
mild to moderate ID to independently navigate unfamiliar walking routes. The participant criteria
is: 18 years of age and older, mild or moderate intellectual disability, no aggressive behaviors, no
vision, hearing, or physical impairments, able to follow one step directions, able to use a
crosswalk with minimal supervision, and struggles with navigating independently. The number
of participants will be 5-6.
The navigational app provides vibration prompts at each decision point along the walking
route and displays a direction arrow on the screen of the smartwatch. Approximately 10 walking
routes will be created with 5 decision points and will be located near the facility using the
sidewalks, and marked crosswalks. All routes will begin and end at the facility and take
approximately 30 minutes to complete. All equipment will be provided for use during the study.
The researcher will accompany each participant during the walking routes and will be in close
proximity to ensure overall safety. Participants will need a legal authorized representative to sign
for consent. Interested participants will be invited to attend an initial meeting with the researcher
whereby a detailed overview of the study will be provided as well as clear explanations of
expectations. Following this, participants will complete a brief, informal interview to confirm
they understand the study and are able to sign an assent form.
Participants will be invited to the training sessions (each session will last approximately 1
hour) and will take place at the facility. During these sessions, basic pedestrian safety will be
reviewed as well as teaching of the use of the navigation app which will include tutorial videos
and hands on practice with the technology. During the third session, participants will complete a
‘practice’ walking route to demonstrate their ability to operate the navigation app. Each
participant will complete the ‘practice’ walking route with the researcher individually. The
fourth session will occur only if additional training is required. When all participants are
comfortable using the app, the study will commence with one participant completing 2 walking
routes a day. Restroom and nutrition breaks will occur between the 2 routes. The length of the
study will depend on the number of participants.
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Appendix G: Individual Meeting
My name is Virginia Morash-MacNeil and I am interested in researching navigation
supports for adults with intellectual disabilities. Do you know what I mean when I say navigation
supports? They can be paper maps or apps on our smartphones or smartwatches that help to tell
us how to get from one location to another. There is a new app called Waytob that I am
interested in investigating and I am wondering if you would be interested in hearing more about
it?
I will be having 4 training sessions here at the facility. The first session will provide an
overview of pedestrian safety rules such as how to walk safely near traffic and how to cross a
street safely. The second session will cover how to use the navigation app, I will model its use,
show video tutorials and allow you to engage with the technology. The third session will include
a practice session with each participant to see how comfortable you are using the app. If
everyone is able to operate the app, then we will begin the study. One participant will be
randomly drawn each week to navigate 10 different walking routes with me. All the walking
routes will be located near the facility using the sidewalks, and marked crosswalks. Each session
will involve either using a paper map or the navigation app to support you as you travel along the
route. I will be recording if you are able to independently and correctly know which direction to
go at each decision point. We will navigate together for 5 days, completing 2 walking routes a
day. Each walking route will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Following the navigation trials, I will also be asking you which navigation support you
preferred to use and which one was easier to use. At this time, your participation in the study will
be completed. Please note you are under no obligation to agree to participate in this study and if
you become uncomfortable or distressed at any point in the study you may stop participating by
simply notifying me. You can change your mind at any time by notifying me that you no longer
want to participate.
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Appendix H: Participant Profile

Completed by: _____________________

Date: ___________________

1. Age of Participant: ____________
2. How do you travel to the facility? ____________________________________
3. Do you use public transportation? ____________________
4. How often do you walk to your destination? _____________
5. Where are some locations that you travel to on your own? ____________________
6. What type of navigational supports do you use on a regular basis? _____________
7. Do you use your smartphone to help you navigate? ________________
8. If so, what apps do you use? _________________________________
9. Do you use paper maps to help you navigate? _____________________________
10. How do you learn best? _______________________________________________
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Appendix I: Semi-structured interview questions

Interview Questions
1. Which navigation support (the map or the app) was easier to use?
2. Why?
3. Which navigation support (the map or the app) did you prefer using?
4. Why?
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Appendix J: IRB Certificate

October 22, 2020
Virginia Morash-MacNeil
Dear Virginia Morash-MacNeil:
On 10/21/2020, the IRB reviewed and approved the following protocol:
APPROVAL
Application Type:
IRB ID:
Review Type:
Title:
Funding:
IND, IDE, or HDE:

Approved Protocol and
Consent(s)/Assent(s):

Modification / Update
STUDY000209_MOD000001
Expedited
The Differential Effects of Navigational Aids on Adults with
Intellectual Disabilities
None
None
• Protocol_V4_10_16_20 Morash-MacNeil.docx
• SB Proxy (LAR) Consent_Morash_MacNeil_10_16_20.pdf • Social
Behavioral Assent_Morash_MacNeil_10_16_20.pdf
Approved study documents can be found under the ‘Documents’ tab
in the main study workspace. Use the stamped consent found under
the ‘Last Finalized’ column under the ‘Documents’ tab.

The modifications, as described by the study team below, have been approved:
The site location has changed. All other details have remained the same as the initial submission.
Please note I have uploaded a revised version of the following documents: CONSENT FORMS:
SB Assent form, SB Proxy LR Consent form. RECRUITMENT MATERIALS: Information
Letter Recruitment. OTHER ATTACHMENTS: Letter of Support, Individual Meetings.
Within 30 days of the anniversary date of study approval, confirm your research is ongoing by
clicking Confirm Ongoing Research in BullsIRB, or if your research is complete, submit a study
closure request in BullsIRB by clicking Create Modification/CR.
Institutional Review Boards / Research Integrity & Compliance
FWA No. 00001669
University of South Florida / 3702 Spectrum Blvd., Suite 165 / Tampa, FL 33612 / 813-974-5638
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In conducting this protocol you are required to follow the requirements listed in the
INVESTIGATOR MANUAL (HRP-103).
Sincerely,
IRB Research Compliance Administrator
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